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WOMEN IN BUSINESS: TWELVE INSPIRING STORIES 
Statement by Minister for Small Business 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen — Minister for Small Business) [2.26 pm]: To celebrate International 
Women’s Day, the Small Business Development Corporation has launched a publication showcasing some of the 
state’s best women small business achievers. It was with great pleasure that I launched that book yesterday. 

The Small Business Development Corporation did not have to look far to find some truly inspiring stories. All 
women featured in the book have contributed to their local community by creating economic diversity, 
employment for others and vibrancy for their region—whether they are running the local pet grooming salon, 
exporting their range of skincare products, building and selling farm machinery or travelling the world buying 
the rarest of banknotes and coins on behalf of investors. Today the direction and development of the small 
business sector in Western Australia is enjoying a distinctly female influence.  

The 12 featured women have very diverse backgrounds but all have a particular attribute in common: they were 
all enthusiastic about sharing their business story with others. These women were motivated not by an 
opportunity for self-promotion but by a genuine desire to describe their journey so that others could learn from 
their experiences and perhaps be inspired and motivated to achieve their own business success. Along the way, 
all have had some connection with either the SBDC or their local small business centre, and most have been 
multiple award winners in a variety of contests. They have been judged by their peers and have been declared 
winners. 

Each of the women who has contributed to the book has faced the kind of challenges life typically throws at all 
of us, and all have used those challenges to drive them further towards business success and the fulfilment of 
their dreams. 

I table a copy of the book Women in Business: Twelve Inspiring Stories. 

[See paper 3682.] 
 


